Take Your Writing Away
Considering planning your own retreat—just you and the blank page? Here’s how
to make the most of your quality time with your muse.
BY STEVE HOLT
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SET SPECIFIC GOALS. Why are
you retreating? The answer must be
more than just “to write.” Listing out
specific objectives—complete four
chapters, unleash creativity through
timed freewriting sessions, or come
up with 10 solid article pitches, for
instance—will set a tone of productivity and purpose for your retreat.
Set no more than four or five fixed,
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reachable goals. Even just one wellconsidered objective is enough.
Determining the length of your
retreat goes hand-in-hand with what
you plan to do with your time. In my
case, I was just entering a writing
rhythm by the end of my weeklong
stay, so I now know that a two-week
retreat would be better for me. Such
a long stretch of time is a luxury for
many writers, though. Perhaps you
have only a weekend. The first step
toward making the most of however
much time you have is to be realistic

about what you hope to accomplish
in that window.
CHOOSE THE LOCATION
CAREFULLY. For me, the more
remote the retreat—with as few
distractions as possible—the better. I purposely aimed for a Webfree week, and highly recommend it,
unless online research is one of your
retreat goals. If you’re going to need
the Internet, either look for a place
with access on-site or locate yourself within a few miles of a library or
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solitary writing retreat
offers the writer everything he needs to focus
on a work-in-progress:
swaths of uninterrupted time in a
space free from the distractions of
everyday life. And it’s not difficult to
create your own writing getaway—one
that meets your needs and budget and
adheres to your unique schedule. I
recently did just that, venturing to a
remote New Hampshire cabin for a
week for my first extended solo writing
retreat. It wasn’t perfect, but I left with
a solid first draft of both my project
and my outline for future retreats.
Here are some tips—many learned
the hard way—to make your first selfdirected retreat the best it can be.

a cafe that offers Wi-Fi. If you end
up staying in a more bustling setting
(perhaps you thrive on the inspiration
of having other writers nearby, or the
energy of being in a cultural mecca),
set strict boundaries for how you’ll
spend your time. You might rightly
plan outings to soak in surroundings
that inspire you, but …
SKETCH OUT A DAILY
SCHEDULE. If you were to attend
a group writing retreat, you’d get an
itinerary prior to arrival, so it makes
sense to follow suit and create one for
yourself. When it comes to organizing
your retreat, don’t wing it when it
comes to planning your days. Even a
simple, flexible schedule can help you
make the most of every minute.
Mine looked like this:
8 a.m. 	Wake up/breakfast/
meditation
9 a.m. Bike ride/run
10 a.m. Write
Noon Lunch
1 p.m.	Visit to town/Internet
cafe/hike/swim/run
4 p.m. Write
6 p.m. Dinner
7 p.m. Write
10 p.m. Read/watch movie
Midnight Bed

I (mostly) adhered to this schedule
the entire week. I didn’t exercise every
day, and some evening writing sessions were a struggle. But for the most
part, this was the shape of my days.
I also allowed for excursions: I was
just up the road from Robert Frost’s
home, so an afternoon walking those
hallowed grounds served as both
a welcome break and creative fuel.
But having a framework for how I’d

spend my days kept things moving
along in a way that felt both relaxing
and productive.

minimize your alcohol and caffeine
consumption—their effects are not
always positive.

MAKE IT A READING
RETREAT, TOO. Bring both material about writing and examples of
great writing. The truth is, even on a
retreat, your muse has its limits—you
can’t write every second of every day.
Reading writing that inspires you is
the next best thing.

LEAVE YOUR OTHER WORK
AT HOME. I learned this the hard
way, spending a chunk of my retreat
time working on a newspaper deadline. I made multiple trips to town to
use the Internet and make phone
calls, adding stress and cutting into
my productivity. Before you set out,

You can’t write every second of every day. Reading
writing that inspires you is the next best thing.
BE HEALTHFUL. It might be
tempting to hole yourself up with bags
of miniature candy bars and bottles
upon bottles of wine. It’s your retreat,
so why not treat yourself—right? But
you’ll feel better and your mind will be
sharper if you resist that temptation.
For me, purchasing simple, easy-toprepare meals and ingredients at the
supermarket on the way to my retreat
worked perfectly. Treat yourself to a
nicer dinner out one evening, if the
location allows. To sneak a bit of
creative work in, imagine you’re a
character in a novel, and use the scene
as a writing prompt the next morning.
Retreats aren’t just for your mind.
They can actually afford you more
time for exercise than you’d have at
home. When you exercise, you’ll be
more creative, less sleepy and less
dependent on caffeine. Hike a trail or
walk on the beach. Bicycle through
town instead of driving. Don’t think of
it as writing time wasted: Some of my
best brainstorming occurs while I’m
running or cycling.
Finally, to produce quality work,
you’ll need to sleep well. Try to

wrap up any looming time-sensitive
projects so you can devote your
retreat to the work at hand.
REFLECT ON YOUR ROUTINE.
On a retreat, you have the luxury of
writing at different times of day.
Perhaps you’ll discover that your best
work is written between 7 and 9 p.m.,
or that beginning each session with 10
minutes of stream-of-consciousness
writing vastly improves the pages that
follow. Approach each activity asking,
“Does this yield good writing? Why or
why not? How could I integrate this
into my rhythm at home?”
Throughout the retreat, take notes
with these questions in mind. Write
down how your schedule is flowing,
how the accommodations are working
out, notes about each writing session
and observations about places you
visit. This time away with your writing
is a valuable opportunity to learn
more about yourself as a writer.
Steve Holt has written for publications such
as The Boston Globe, Edible Boston, and
Boston Magazine, and was a contributor to
Da Capo Press’ Best Food Writing 2011.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION: Considering creating your own writing retreat? Visit writersdigest.com/jun-15 to read other writers’ stories,

ideas and tips, and share your own.
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